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We prove a simple formula for the zeta-function of coded systems generated by 
circular codes (and more generally by circular Markov codes). We apply this to the 
loop counting method for determining the topological entropy of a subshift of finite 
type, to the zeta-function of the Dyck-shift over 2N symbols, and to the zeta-func- 
tion of a subshift of finite ype which is obtained from a full shift by deleting one 
block of arbitrary length. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a set of words over a finite alphabet C, and suppose that each 
two-sided infinite periodic sequence of letters from C has at most one 
decomposition into words from C. (Such sets C are called circular codes in 
[ 11.) The following identity is proved in Proposition 4.7.11 of [7]: 
l-(z) = (1 -f(z))-‘, (1) 
where f(z) is the generating function of the code C and i(z) is the zeta- 
function for the (not necessarily closed) subshift C” E Cz. 
Another well known formula from symbolic dynamics is the 
Bowen-Lanford formula for the zeta-function of a topological Markov 
chain: 
c(z) = det(ld- zA)-‘, 
where A is the &l-transition matrix defining the chain. 
In Section 2 we prove a generalization of these two formulas to circular 
Markov codes (defined in that section). Some examples are presented in 
Section 3, and in Section 4 formula (1) is applied to two problems on sub- 
shifts of finite type: First we give a short justification of the loop counting 
method for determining the entropy of an irreducible topological Markov 
chain (cf. [4]), and then we derive a simple expression for the zeta-function 
of a subshift of finite type which is obtained from a full shift by deleting one 
block of arbitrary size. 
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2. THE ZETA-FUNCTION 
Fix the following notation: .X is a finite set (alphabet), E+ = 
{a1 . . . a, : n E N, ai E L’} is the set of nonempty finite words over C, and C” 
is the space of two-sided infinite sequences of symbols from C endowed 
with the (compact!) product topology arising from the discrete topology on 
C. The shift-transformation 0: C + L’ defined by a((~~)~~~) = (oi+ l)ieZ is 
a homeomorphism of L’” (cf. [3]). For o E,P and i<j in B let wci,ij = 
oioi+l . ..ojpl in Cf. 
With a quadrupel %? = (C, Z, A, r), where Cc C+, Z a finite index set, A 
a { 0, 1 }-valued Ix Z-matrix, and r a function from C -+ Z, we associate the 
following shift-invariant subset of ,P: 
Q, = {o E P : there are . ..kP.<k,,<O<k,<...inZsuchthat 
By 0, we denote the topological closure of 9, in .XH. 
For n > 1 define Ix Z-diagonal matrices D($?, n) by 
di,i(V, n) = card{w E C: length(w) = n, T(W) = i} 
and a matrix-valued generating function by 
F(W, z) = f D(V, n) AZ”. 
?l=l 
For a shift-invariant subset Y of L’” (not necessarily closed) let 
rr(Y,n)=card{wE Y:a”o=o} 
and 
c(Y,z)=exp f ““rr(Y,n). 
n=l n 
Observe that all these power series converge for IzI < card(z)-‘. 
Finally we call W = (C, Z, A, r) a circular Murkou code if each periodic 
sequence o EL?, has a unique decomposition into words from C which 
respects the transition rules imposed by A and r. 
If Z is a one-point set, we recover the circular codes from [ 11, called very 
pure monoids in [7]. In this case we simply write C instead of %? and call 
C a circular code. 
THEOREM 1. Zf W is a circular Markov code, then 
i(Q,, z) =det(Zd- F(W, z))-‘. 
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Proof: We use the following notation: If g(z) = C,“=, a,,~” is a (formal) 
power series, then c,J g) = uk. The following relation defines the (formal) 
derivative of g: 
ck-,(g’)=k~c,(g) (ka 1). 
Hence, if we write F for F(V, z), 
-log trace(Zd- F) = f trace c,( -log (Id-F)) zm 
WI=1 
=j,: 
tracec,-,(F’(Zd-F))‘)z” 
= f “mf1 trace(ci(F’) c,- 1 -,((I& F)-‘)) 
m=l m j=C) 
=m~l$~$ (j+l)trace(cj+,(F)c,-,-jf(Zd-F)-’)) 
=mt, f jtlj.trace(q(F) Cm-j((Zd-F)-‘)) (2) 
and we obtain 
--log det(Zd- F) 
= -trace log(Zd- F) 
=mt, $,c, jtrace(cj(F) ,,-j((Zd-F)-‘)) 
=,ti f E jcard{w=w, . ..w.:k>l,~~EC,length(w,)=j, 
J=1 
length (WI= m, Q,~,), r(w,+,) = 1 (i= 1, . . . . k - lh qwk), +,) = 1) 
=mtl $4%, ml 
= log w,, z). 
The first identity is well known for finite matrices, the second one follows 
from (2) and from the linearity and continuity of the trace, and the third 
one is just an interpretation of the fact that (Id-F)-’ = Cr=,“=, Fk. We 
comment on the fourth equality: For w  E 52, and m 2 1, one has 870 = w  
if and only if o is a two-sided infinite concatenation of a word w  = wi . . . wk 
of length m with wi E C and a+,;), ,(W,+ ,) = 1 (i = 1, . . . . k), wk+ i := wi. In this 
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case w  is uniquely determined up to a cyclic permutation of the subwords 
WI, ..*, wk. This is all due to the fact that %? is a circular Markov code. If 
we fix the zeroeth coordinate of o and choose w  = w1 . . . wk such that w0 
is covered by a copy of wi , then we see that each o E Fix(P) determines 
exactly one word w  as above, and the same word w  is determined by 
exactly length ( wl) different o E Fix (am). 1 
The following lemma is useful for relating {(a,, z) and i(B%, z): 
LEMMA 1. Let w ~a,, where %? is a circular Markov code, and suppose 
that cr”g = o. Denote w = a[,,, n,. Then either o E 0, or for any k E N there 
is v E C such that wk is a subword of v. 
Proof As w  E a,, there are, for any k E N, words ok,, , . . . . uk,r(k) E C with 
a r(!a,,), r(w,,+1) = 1 such that Wk iS a subword Of ok.1 ... vk,/(k,. Let 
S=sup{length (vk,i): ke N, 1 <i<r(k)} 
If S< cc there are only finitely many, say N, different words among all t&i, 
such that for k > NS there are 0 < i<j< k for which win = (w”)~,, and 
oj,, = (w”)~~ match with the same position of the same word from this finite 
collection. This implies o E Q,. If S= co, but for some rnE N there is no 
v E C for which wrn is a subword of v, then 
but 
S,=sup(length(~~,~): kEN(, 1 <i<r(k)) <co 
and the same argument as in the case S < co shows that o E 52,. 1 
3. EXAMPLES 
We use the notation P, (%?) = (o E fi,\Q,: a”w = o but ok~ # o for all 
O<k<n}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let I be a one-point set and C= (0”l”:n~N). By 
Lemma 1, PI(%) = {O”, l”} and P,(W)= 0 for na2. Hence 
1(~~,z)=i(~,,z)(l-z)-2 
=((l-~lz’“)(l-z)‘)~l 
l+z 
= (l-222)(1 -z)’ 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let Z = (0, 1,2}, Ci = (O”1: 0 d n = imod 3) (i E I), 
C = Co u C, u Cz, r(w) = i if w  E Ci, and A = (u,,~), where a,,i = 1 if and 
only if i# j. By Lemma 1 we have PI(V)= {O”}, P,(q)= @ (n 22). 
Hence [(fiqc, z) = [(Sz,, z)/( 1 - z) and 
c(Q,, z) = l/det -z’/( 1 - z3) 
( 
1 -z/(1 -23) -z/(1 -z3) 
1 -z’/(l-23) 
-z’/(l -z3) -z’/(l-23) 1 ) 
= l/(1 -(z3+z4+z5+z6-z7-z8)(l -z3)-3). 
EXAMPLE 3. We apply Theorem 1 to calculate the zeta-function for the 
Dyck-shift over 2N symbols. This result is due to W. Krieger. 
Notation. C” = Sz, if V = (C, Z, A, r) is a circular code, i.e., card(Z) = 1. 
Let Nb 1. The Dyck-language D over 2N symbols is the set of all 
properly nested sequences of brackets of N different types (cf. [IS], Sect. 4). 
More exactly, let L = {a,, . . . . uN}, R = {a,, . . . . GN}, and C= L u R. D is 
defined as the smallest subset of C+ containing the words akti, 
(k = 1, . . . . N) and satisfying DD G D, uk Dcik G D (k = 1, . . . . N). Denote by E 
the set of all elementary words from D, i.e., w  E E if w  E D and there is no 
decomposition w  = uu with U, u E D. Let 
E+={~~EZ+:WEE,~ER*}, E- = {uwd+: WEE, ML*}, 
where R* = R+ u {empty word}, L* = Lf u {empty word}. It is known 
(cf. [l]) that 
f(E,z)=;(l-,/m). (3) 
(Observe that 1 - JR is the generating function of the first return time 
to 0 of a symmetric random walk with increments f 1.) From (3) one 
obtains the generating functions for E, and E- as 
f(E+,z)=f(Ep,z)=f(E,z). f Nkzk=f(E,z)/(l-Nz). (4) 
k=O 
The Dyck-shift over 2N symbols is defined as 0,. 
Suppose now that o E fro is periodic, say cr”‘~ = w. Define h : N + H by 
n-1 
0) = 1 h.t”k) - XRtwk)b 
k=O 
As ornm = w  we have h(n + m) -h(n) = h(m) for all n E N. Suppose first that 
h(m) d 0. Let H be the set of all jE {m + 1, . . . . 2m) for which h(j) < h(j+ 1) 
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and h(j) < h(i) for all 0 $ i < j. H is finite, say H = { j, , . . . . jr} with jj < ji + I . 
We also set jr+ I = j, +m. If HZ@, then each ~r~,,~,+,, belongs to E, and 
hence w  E Ey, If H = 0, then ocj, j+ ,,,, E R”. Similarly one shows: o E ET 
or ~~~~~~~~~~~ if h(m)30, and OEE~ if h(m)=O. Hence 
- ifEY, z) . i(E: 7 z) 
i(szD’ ‘) = [(Em, z) . (1 - Nz)*’ (5) 
Next we show that E, E,, and E- are circular codes. Suppose Ee. that 
WEE? and CJ”‘W = o (the proofs for E and E- are similar). Then there 
is jE {m + 1, . . . . 2m) such that ~t~,~+~)=wi...w, with w1 ,..., w,EE+ 
and j+length(w, ...w,-~ ) < 2m. If h and H are defined as above, it is 
obvious that H = {j+ x:1,’ length (wi): k = 1, . . . . r>, and as H is defined 
independently of wl, . . . w,, the above decompsition is unique. Combining 
(3), (4), (5), and Lemma 1 we thus obtain 
i(Q,, z) = 
2(1 +Jl -4Nz2) 
(1-2Nz+$=zG)2’ 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SUBSHIFTS OF FINITE TYPE 
Loop Counting 
In [6] Petersen has reexamined the loop counting method for 
computing the topological entropy h(Q) of an irreducible subshift of finite 
type 52 over a finite alphabet Z (for definitions see, e.g., [3]). This method 
says that exp( -h(Q)) is the (unique!) positive root of the equation 
m  
Pb(Z) := c N”Z” = 1, (6) 
?I=1 
where b is an arbitrary but fixed symbol in C, and N,, is the number of 
blocks bwb of length (n + 1) which are allowed in 52, where the word w  
contains no b. We show how this result follows from Theorem 1: Let 
C(b) = { bw: bwb is an allowed block in Q and w  contains no b) 
and 
Q, = (o E 52: w  contains no b}. 
Q, is again a subshift of finite type, and C(b) is a circular code with 
N, = card{bw E C(b): length(bw) = n}. 
Hence f(C(b), z) = pb(z) from Eq. (6). 
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As each periodic point in Q is either in C(b)“’ or in R,, we obtain 
w, z) = i(Q,, z). i(C(b)“, z) = w,, z). 1 _ ; (z)’ h (7) 
Observe that we did not use the irreducibility of Sz to derive (7). If Q is 
irreducible, the topological entropy of Q, is strictly smaller than that of 52, 
such that in this case exp( -h(Q)), the smallest positive pole of i(sZ, z), 
must coincide with the positive root of Pi = 1. 
If c = {b, ) . . . . bN} and Cj = { 6, w  : bj wbj is an allowed block in 52 and w  
contains no bj (1 < i<<j)), then a repeated application of (7) yields 
[(f&z)= fi <(C,oc,z)= fi l 
j= 1 j= 1 1 -ftcj, z)’ 
Deleting Long Blocks from Full Shifts 
Let B= b,, . . . . b, be a word of length 12 1 over the alphabet 
C= { 1, . . . . df, and let 
Q2, = (o E Cz : w  does not contain B as a subword}. 
We give a formula for the zeta-function [(Q,, z) of !SB in terms of the 
autocorrelation lcls of B, i.e., of the polynomial 
I- 1 
II/Btz)’ C aiz’, whereai=lifb,=bj+i(j=l,...,I-i) 
1=0 
and ai = 0 otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 1. [(Q,, z) = (z’+ (1 - dz) eB(z))-l. 
The proof relies on three combinatorial indentities from string enumera- 
tion theory: 
Proof Let f, (n 2 0) be the number of words of length n which do 
not contain B as a subword, let g, (n > 1) be the number of words of 
length n ending with the string B but with no further occurrence of B as a 
subword, and let h, (n 2 I + 1) be the number of words of length n starting 
and ending with (possibly overlapping) copies of B but with no further 
occurrence of B as a subword. The corresponding generating functions are 
F(z) = 1 + $ fj,z” 
II=1 
H(z)= z h,z”. 
?I=/+1 
582a/56/1-7 
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Obviously 
and 
and hence 
d.“L=fn+l+g”+l (n20) 
d~g”=&+l+h,+l (n 2 I) 
d.F(z)=z -‘(F(z) - 1 + G(z)) (8) 
and 
d.G(z)=z-‘(G(z)-z’+H(z)). 
These are Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) from [4] with z replaced by z-l. 
Also the relation 
(9) 
I- 1 
fn= C aiLT,+/-i 
i=O 
is easy to prove, and it implies that 
z’&) = $B(z) G(z) (10) 
(see Eq. (2.7) in [4]). Now (8), (9), and (10) yield 
1 -z-‘H(z)=(l-dz)(z’+(l-dz)+,(z))-’. (11) 
(The route to Eq. (11) is also outlined in Exercise VII.3.2 of [I].) Next let 
for na 1 
C, = {w E 2”: Bw starts and ends with (possibly overlapping) 
copies of B but has no further occurrence 
of B as a subword). 
It is not hard to see that C = iJ,“= i C, is a circular code and card (C,) = 
h ,,+[. Hence, by Theorem 1, 
(@2,, z)= (1 -z-‘H(z))-‘. (12) 
But [(Sz,, z) . [(a,, z) = [(C’, z) = (1 - dz)-‘, such that 
W-J,, z) = (z’+ (1 - dz) $is(~))-~. I 
I would like to mention that I heard about the identities from string 
enumeration theory in a talk given by D. Lind at the “Workshop on 
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Topological Markov Shifts and Related Systems,” Heidelberg, 1987. He 
‘+ (1 -dz) +B(z))pl 
used the equation 
ml = J/&W 
(which follows from (8) and (10) 
d- 2 is of order d-l. 
) to show that if A=exp(h(Q,)), then 
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